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Director’s message
Firstly, I would like to express my thanks to our TIS National interpreters for their hard work and dedication in
providing interpreting services to the Australian community throughout 2017. Their work can sometimes go
unnoticed, however, they provide a vital link between non-English speakers to support a connected, accessible and
equitable community for all.
I also extend my thanks to our TIS National clients that uphold their commitment to ensure their products and
services are accessible for all, regardless of the language spoken.

Highlights of 2017
In the final weeks of 2017, the Department of Immigration and Border Protection became part of the newly
established Department of Home Affairs. Our email addresses have changed to @homeaffairs.gov.au but there is
no change to our services or web address, www.tisnational.gov.au.
In 2017, TIS National’s interpreting panel grew to more than 3000 in more than 160 languages. TIS National took
more than 1 million calls and processed more than 150,000 jobs through TIS Online.
TIS National partnered with the National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA), Tasmanian Health Service and The
Cervical Cancer Screening Program through the Department of Health to ensure their clients can now access
interpreting services.
We continued improving the functionality of our automated online booking service, TIS Online, through listening to
the feedback and suggestions from our clients and interpreters. To make it easier and faster for interpreters to join
our panel we redesigned the interpreter application form which now allows interpreters to upload their credentials
and documents.
TIS National attended a variety of events across the country where we had the opportunity to recruit interpreters,
promote TIS National services and engage with clients and industry representatives. Highlights were the
International Federation of Translators World Congress and the Federation of Ethnic Communities’ Councils of
Australia’s (FECCA) bi-annual conference, where TIS National was a proud sponsor of both events.
We were featured on the Department’s social media channels, increasing awareness of how to use TIS National
services and encouraging people to consider a career as an interpreter. Check us out on the Home Affairs
Facebook, Instagram and Migration blog.

Plans for 2018
From January 2018, interpreters can transition their new National Accreditation Authority for Translators and
Interpreters (NAATI) credentials on TIS Online. The new credentials will raise the standards of testing and
certification in the industry.
We will continue to help our clients make the most of their interpreting sessions, manage their interpreting bookings
and provide tips and resources through our newsletter, website, social media and events.
We are committed to providing an excellent service and positive working environment for our interpreters and will
continue to bring secure and credentialed language services to our clients and the Australian community.

Rockiya Pirova, Director TIS National
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Establishment of the Department of Home Affairs
On 20 December 2017, the Department of Home Affairs was established. References to the previous Department
of Immigration and Border Protection will be progressively updated in the first half of 2018.
TIS National will continue to connect government, business and communities with secure language services, with
more than 3000 interpreters, in more than 160 languages, available 24 hours a day, every day of the year.

New TIS National video! – We are TIS National
We have released our latest video, We are TIS National.
This video provides an introduction
to our Contact Centre Operations,
Client and Interpreter Liaison Teams
and information about:
● the types of services available
● how to access our interpreting
services
● the Free Interpreting Service
● interpreter recruitment, allocation
and conduct
● where to find helpful online
resources
● how to get in contact with us.
Get to know how TIS National operates and find out about our latest services, or find out the right service for your
agency by watching the We are TIS National video.

Strength in flexibility
In 2017, TIS National went through the process of
transitioning to a more flexible workforce in our
contact centre to improve our immediate telephone
interpreting services. With new technological
solutions in place we have seen considerable
benefits when accessing TIS National’s immediate
telephone interpreting service.

TIS National would like to thank our clients and
interpreters for their patience while we work to
continuously improve our service.

The Grade of Service for immediate telephone
interpreting is that 90 per cent of calls are answered
within 30 seconds. In November 2017, TIS National
achieved a monthly Grade of Service of 96.79 per
cent. This is the highest Grade of Service we have
seen since April 2015, when the monthly Grade of
Service was 98.3 per cent, the best on record. We
have also seen positive outcomes in terms of
developing a more flexible and dynamic workforce.
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Introduction of Working with Children Checks
On 15 December 2017, the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to
Child Sexual Abuse presented its final report
after a five year inquiry. In recognition of this
important issue, the Department implemented
a Child Safeguarding Framework and a range
of associated policies to protect children
receiving departmental services.
One of the recommendations addressed by
the Royal Commission and the Department’s
Child Safeguarding Framework is Working
with Children Checks (WWCC). TIS National
has implemented policies and procedures
regarding child-related interpreting and the
requirement for WWCC, or their equivalent in different jurisdictions.
A WWCC provides a level of screening designed to protect children from possible harm perpetrated against them
by workers or volunteers. Each state and territory has different laws that set out the circumstances when a WWCC
is required. While this makes it quite complex for a national organisation such as TIS National, we are now welladvanced in developing systems to meet our legal obligations and ensure we can provide WWCC-cleared
interpreters where required.
The number of requests TIS National receives for interpreting services with children is relatively small but we are
committed to ensuring the safety of children. To meet this demand we have been engaging with our interpreters
over recent months and encouraging them to provide a current WWCC. This engagement will intensify over the
next few months to ensure we have good coverage of WWCC-cleared interpreters across as many languages and
states and territories as possible.
We are also working on our IT systems to allow us to manage requests for WWCC-cleared interpreters and
currently expect to have systems in place by 1 April 2018. Once these systems are live, clients will be able to
identify the requirement for a WWCC-cleared interpreter at the time of booking an interpreting service.
Agencies can do this by:
● On-site jobs – in TIS Online at the time of booking a job
● Pre-booked phone jobs – within the pre-booked phone interpreter form on the TIS National website
● Immediate phone jobs – clients must advise the TIS National operator of the requirement at the start of the call.
Operators will then be able to filter the list of interpreters so that the job is offered to the most highly credentialed
available interpreter holding the required WWCC, or equivalent.
Relevant laws in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) are different to other jurisdictions. The ACT legislation
covers ‘vulnerable people’, which is defined more broadly than just children and specifically includes people
accessing migrant, refugee and asylum seeker services. This includes services for people who have difficulty
communicating in English. Where a person accesses on-site interpreting services in the ACT, it is a legal
requirement for the interpreter to hold the ACT equivalent of a WWCC (called a ‘Working with Vulnerable People
Check’, or WWVPC). As a result, TIS National systems will automatically allocate a WWVPC-cleared interpreter to
on-site jobs in the ACT and clients will not need to take any action to identify this requirement. Phone interpreting is
not affected by this special arrangement, as the ACT legislation does not currently require a WWVPC for phone
interpreting.
We will provide additional information on our website and other communication avenues as we roll out the new
WWCC functionality.
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How do non-English speakers request a telephone
interpreter?
What happens for a non-English speaker when they
call TIS National to request an interpreter?
A non-English speaker may ask an agency:

How do I explain what I need?
Will the person who answers the
phone speak my language?

Agencies will be able to download this poster from
the TIS National website in the language they require
to help them show their NES clients the process of
accessing an interpreter though TIS National. Once a
NES understands how simple it is, this will empower
the NES clients to access services independently,
without relying on English speaking family members
or friends.

Should I get an English speaking
friend to help me call?
Will it cost me money?
If a non-English speaker (NES) accessed TIS
National’s interpreting services before it may seem
confusing. However, it is a simple process that they
can easily follow themselves without assistance. In
order to illustrate this, TIS National has produced a
training resource for agencies and their NES clients
to demonstrate the process step-by-step.
The illustrated flow chart displays the basic steps of a
NES-initiated call to TIS National.
This flow chart has been translated into:
● Arabic
● Dari
● Farsi (alt Persian)
● Korean
● Simplified Chinese
● Spanish
● Tamil
● Traditional Chinese
● Turkish
● Vietnamese

To accompany this, we also have an audio inlanguage call simulation in Arabic that replicates a
basic call flow that occurs when a NES client calls
TIS National to speak to an agency through an
interpreter. We are in the process of producing audio
in the top 10 in demand languages which will be
available on the TIS National website soon.
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General Practice Conference & Exhibition
TIS National attended the General Practice
Conference & Exhibition (GPCE) in Melbourne on
10-12 November 2017. The GPCE is Australia’s
leading primary care event for General Practitioners
and other health professionals. The event attracted
close to 1000 attendees from across Australia, and
92 exhibitors.
Our aim was to promote TIS National and inform
general practitioners about the Free Interpreting
Service that TIS National delivers on behalf of the
Department of Social Services to eligible clients. The
event gave TIS National the opportunity to interact
with over 100 delegates throughout the three days.

eBilling enhancements
Following feedback from our clients, TIS National has introduced
enhancements to its eBilling delivery system in November 2017.
The change allows all TIS National clients to receive their monthly bills
as a PDF email attachment, in addition to the regular online view
version. The change will benefit clients who prefer to receive their bills
as a file attachment, in particular those with automated file capture
accounts payable systems.
If you have any feedback regarding the eBilling changes, or other
questions about your account, please contact the TIS Finance Team
on 1300 304 604 or email tis.finance@homeaffairs.gov.au.

NEW: TIS Video
TIS Video is our newest service offering that allows three-way video conference between TIS National interpreters,
non-English speakers and agency clients located anywhere in Australia.
Currently this service is available on request to a small number of clients and we anticipate that this service will be
expanding and offered to all TIS National clients in the near future.
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TIS eNews
TIS National is introducing a new electronic
communications platform which will enable us to
communicate with you securely, quickly and
efficiently.
TIS National clients can soon expect to receive more
communications from TIS National including:
● service and system updates
● information and tips to assist you to communicate
with your non-English speaking clients
● TIS National news and events.
Opting-out of non-essential communications will be as simple as following the link at the bottom of the email or
SMS message, or updating your TIS Online profile.

This is an exciting change at TIS National which we hope will only serve to improve the service we provide, 24
hours a day, every day of the year.

You don’t have to be a TIS National client or interpreter to receive updates from us. You can subscribe on our
website: www.tisnational.gov.au/en/Help-using-TIS-National-services/Subscribe-to-e-communications-updatesfrom-TIS-National
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New NAATI certification model
The new NAATI certification model commenced on 1
January 2018. TIS National has been encouraging
interpreters to transition to the new certification
model, which replaces their existing credentials.
All credentials (accreditation and recognition)
previously issued by NAATI will remain valid for the
period they were issued and it is expected that the
value of accreditation will diminish as new NAATI
certification becomes the preferred industry standard.

TIS National currently has more than 3000 interpreters on our interpreter panel, providing interpreting services in
more than 160 languages. Our interpreters hold a range of interpreting credentials and most have obtained a
NAATI accreditation or recognition.
Credentials available under the new model are as follows, from highest to lowest:
● Certified Conference Interpreter – suitable for international summits, seminars and conferences.
● Certified Interpreter- suitable for interpretation of formal proceedings.
Specialisations as Certified Specialist Interpreter [Health] and Certified Specialist Interpreter [Legal] will also be
introduced in due course, expected to be late 2018.
● Certified Provisional Interpreter- suitable for general conversations and interpretation of non- specialist
dialogues.
● Recognised Practising Interpreter– suitable for general conversations and interpreting non-specialist dialogues
in emerging languages or languages with low community demand for which certification testing is not available.
TIS National’s Allocation Policy allocates the highest credentialed interpreter available. If TIS cannot allocate a
NAATI certified level interpreter, agency clients will be asked by TIS National if a lower credentialed interpreter
could be allocated.

TIS National’s recruitment
TIS National actively engages in the community to recruit interpreters and better service the evolving interpreting
needs of our agency clients. Our Interpreter Liaison Team has been promoting TIS National as a preferred
employer at multicultural events and job fairs across Melbourne and Adelaide.
Our increased community profile has resulted in a significant increase in the applications to join our pool of
interpreters. This increased awareness of TIS National and its services has helped us to raise the number of
interpreters for several key languages. One example is we have increased the number of Malay interpreters by
over 55 per cent in 2017.
In addition to multicultural events, TIS National has collaborated with the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology
(RMIT) University to raise awareness of the interpreting industry growth. The Interpreter Liaison Team delivered
presentations to language students focusing on the interpreting profession and industry, including the AUSIT Code
of Conduct and Ethics. The RMIT presentations have assisted TIS National in recruiting interpreters in high
demand languages such as Greek and Polish.

Next steps
TIS National is exploring new and exciting opportunities to partner with Job Services Australia. This partnership is
to identify potential individuals who would consider a career as an interpreter. Our shared goal is to provide
support, training and appropriate certifications to ensure the highest level of competency are available to service
the interpreting needs of our agency clients.
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Languages available through TIS National
TIS National recently completed a full review of the
languages it offers for interpreting services in order
to ensure that there is clear and consistent
identification of languages.
The goal is to:
● establish and adopt clear guidelines in relation to
our language list
● improve TIS service standards
● assist TIS clients and non-English speakers in
obtaining the most appropriate language service
that meets their needs.
The primary sources that we considered and the approach we took during the review were:
1. Wherever possible, we identified and named languages in a way that is consistent with NAATI.
2. In situations where a language is not certified by NAATI and NAATI was not able to offer guidance, TIS National
considered and relied on relevant language information in Ethnologue: Languages of the World (Ethnologue),
which is principle authority in relation to language matters, and is considered as an authority on world living
languages.
3. In limited situations we also consulted with language practitioners to gather information on a language in the
Australian context as well as to seek clarification on specific language names, including the use of alternate
names.
In the months between January and March 2018 you will see a series of changes taking place. There will be new
languages added to our service offer and TIS National will cease to use certain language names. Changes to
specific language names will also occur as follows:
1. Correction to spelling of language names
2. Removal of alternate language names or references that are not necessary or inaccurate
3. Use of language names that are consistent with NAATI and/or found in Ethnologue
4. Inclusion of alternate names or references that will assist in identifying a language:
(a) Alternate names will appear in round brackets following the primary language name. For example:
• Farsi (alt Persian)
• Juba Arabic (alt Sudanese Creole Arabic)
• Myanmar language (alt Burmese)
• Pijin (alt Solomons Pidgin).
(b) References that describe the speaking country/region or the language which a dialect relates to will
appear in square brackets following the language name. For example:
• Fullah [Sierra Leone/Guinea]
• Hainanese [Dialect of Min Nan Chinese]
• Kurmanji [Northern Kurdish]
• Pojulu [Dialect of Bari].
Additional information will be made available on TIS National’s website and TIS Online as we roll out the changes.
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Interpreter profile: Mercy Kyosiimye
In 2011, I met the man, who is now my husband, in
Uganda working for a UN agency on a governance
program. I accompanied him on several of his
missions to other countries including, Solomon
Islands, Fiji and Tanzania. In this environment where
we were mixing with national leaders, diplomatic staff
and political leaders, I realised that I had to turn
English into an equivalent first language. In Uganda I
had finished a degree in Business and then, while
accompanying my husband on his work assignments,
I completed some additional studies to get Australian
recognised qualifications. I spent a lot of time
improving my skills in English whilst completing
courses via distance education. I also had two
children in this time. We returned permanently to
Australia in late 2015. It was a busy few years!

My name is Mercy Kyosiimye and, like many African
people, I have a diverse history. I was born in Kenya
to a mother who was a refugee from civil strife
created by the Idi Amin regime in Uganda. I resided
there until my parents passed away when I was eight
years old. With the help of the UN my mother had
made arrangements for my sister and I to return to
Uganda.

My advice for anyone who is thinking of taking up this
profession is to work very hard on your language
skills to keep them current and accurate, read books
in English. Talk to the professionals to make sure
your technical understanding is correct. Keep your
national language skills up to date, talk to your
friends and colleagues at home in your national
language. Learn to understand the Australian
administration and its requirements and of course be
professional; if you don't understand something, ask
someone. So far it’s been a continual learning cycle
for me. Interpreting is a great profession and a
valuable contribution to your community.
Read Mercy Kyosiimye full interpreter profile.
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Hints and tips for booking on-site jobs in TIS Online
When booking interpreters for on-site assignments in TIS Online, there are several fields and boxes that request
information. These fields serve a number of purposes, some of which assist your finance area to identify the jobs
on their TIS National invoice.
Other fields are used to assist the interpreter to understand:
● the nature of the job request
● any specific details of the location of the job
● additional information to brief the interpreter before the job.

Summary
Field

What is it used for?

Is it assessed by a
TIS National staff
member?

Invoice
reference

information your agency wants provided



Specific
requirements

requirement by you, e.g. pre-reading for
interpreter



Specific
Interpreter
Request

request for a specific interpreter due to
exceptional circumstances



Interpreter
instructions

to assist interpreter to find location or
understand nature of appointment



What is the invoice reference field?
The invoice reference field records information that your agency wants to be provided for individual jobs each time
an interpreting service is requested through that particular client code.
This assists your agency to:
● maintain records of services
● identify the target audience for communications campaigns
● reconcile financial accounts.
In some cases, the invoice reference field is mandatory information that your agency has requested before a job
can be submitted. Examples of required information could be:
● requesting that non-English speakers are connected to a specific phone number
● capturing unique identifiers and other information to help identify your non-English speaking clients
● capturing unique identifiers to help you identify staff using the account
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Do I need to fill out the invoice reference field when booking on-site jobs?
If your agency has asked for particular information, you will be prompted to populate this field before you can
submit your booking request.

If you are unsure of what information is required, you can refer to the Instructions for invoice reference field or
contact your TIS Online account administrator for assistance.

What is meant by specific requirements for the job?
This field is for information that cannot be recorded elsewhere in the booking form and if used, it must be reviewed
by a TIS National staff member before it’s released to our interpreters to accept. This may slightly delay the
allocation process.
Please note this information cannot be seen by the interpreter.
An example of a specific requirement is a request for the interpreter to pre-read background information prior to the
job.
Note: This field is not to be used for Specific Interpreter Requests.

What is a Specific Interpreter Request?
A Specific Interpreter Request is a request by the agency client to use a specific interpreter in exceptional
circumstances, noting that the client must first clearly demonstrate what exceptional circumstances apply to
warrant allocation outside of our Allocation Policy.
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How are Specific Interpreter Requests assessed?
Specific Interpreter Requests are assessed on a case-by-case-basis, but are more likely to be considered
favourably where a client can demonstrate that allocation of the nominated interpreter is:
● essential to maintaining the quality and continuity of care or service; and
● of clear benefit to the non-English speaking client.
TIS National will not provide a specific interpreter simply to meet the personal preferences of the client or nonEnglish speaker.
When requesting a specific interpreter you will need to work through the questions on the booking form and
complete an indemnity form before submitting the booking request.

What is meant by interpreter instructions?
This field is for instructions or information to assist the interpreter to:
● easily locate the job (landmark or room number)
● understand the nature of the appointment. For example, a counselling appointment or home visit including an
assessment.
Please note, the interpreter instructions field is visible to all interpreters that are eligible for the assignment. Please
do not enter any sensitive or confidential information in this space.
This field is not for the site address, the address should be entered in the ‘Site Address’ field.

You can find out more about TIS Online through resources on our website:
● TIS Online for agencies video
● A guide to TIS Online for agencies
● Frequently Asked Questions for agencies
● TIS Online for agencies page
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TIS National
Connecting you, in your language
131 450
Client Liaison | Phone: 1300 655 820 | Email: tispromo@homeaffairs.gov.au

Useful links
Visit our website
Contact us
Provide feedback
Subscribe for e-Comms updates
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